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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (SADAR),

TINSUKIA

Present: S. Sultana, AJS

     SDJM(S), Tinsukia

GR CASE NO. 1629/15

U/S 498(A)/34 IPC

State of Assam

Vs

Vivek Sah & Ors.

                                                      …….... ACCUSED

Advocate for prosecution: Learned Banti Hazarika

Advocate for defence: Learned R. Sah

Charge framed on: 11-05-18

Date of Evidence: 16-05-19

Date of Argument: 16-05-19

Date of Judgment: 16-05-19

JUDGMENT

1. The prosecution case succinctly is that informant on 17-07-15

lodged an ejahar stating that she has been married to accused

Bibek Sah on 21-08-2008 and since then she has been staying

with her husband and her in-laws at Kachumari village, Tinsukia.

Informant has further alleged in the ejahar that she has a minor

daughter  Miss  Sariya  Sah  and since  their  marriage,  she  has

been subjected to continuous mental and physical torture along

with demand of  dowry as demanded by her said husband and
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her in laws.   Informant has also alleged that  on 08-07-15,  at

about 7pm her husband Bibek Sah, along with her father-in-law

Jaynarayan Sah, mother-in-law Smti. Raj Kumari Sah and sister-

in-law  Smti.Anjali  Sah  attacked  her  by  pouring  a  gallon  of

kerosene oil on her  and they tried to set informant on fire with

an intention to kill her, but somehow she managed to escape. 

        Thus, the above facts and circumstances led to the filing of

the instant complaint and set the prosecution case in motion.

2. Based on the ejahar, Bordubi P.S Case No. 62/15 u/s 498(A)/307

IPC  was  registered.  After  completion  of  investigation,

Investigating  Officer  submitted  charge-sheet  against  accused

persons namely Jaynarayan Sah, Rajkumari Sah, Bibek Sah and

Anjali  Sah u/s  498(A)/307 IPC  for  their  prosecution  under  the

aforesaid sections of law.

3. Vide  order  dated  19.1.18,  accused  were  discharged  from the

offence  u/s  307  IPC  by  Hon'ble  Sessions  Judge,  Tinsukia.

Relevant  copies  of  documents  were  furnished  to  above

mentioned accused persons as per provision of law. Charge u/s

498(A)/34 IPC was framed, read over and explained to accused

to which accused persons pleaded not guilty and claimed to be

tried.

4. In this instant case, 3 (three) prosecution witnesses (hereinafter

referred to as PWs) were summoned and examined-in-chief and

cross examined by defence.

5. Statement of defence u/s 313 CrPC has been recorded. Defence

did  not  tender  any  evidence  in  its  support  and  denied  the

allegations brought against it. I have heard arguments advanced

by both sides, with each side trying to establish its stand. I have

also perused the entire case record.

PONTS FOR DETERMINATION:

6. The points of determinations are as follows:-
(i) Whether accused persons in furtherance of their common

intention, being the husband and relatives of husband of

informant  subjected  her  to  mental  and  physical  torture
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along with demand for dowry right after her marriage and

thereby committed an offence u/s 498(A)/34 of IPC?

REASONS, DISCUSSIONS & DECISIONS THEREOF:

7. PW-1 Uma Shankar Sah has deposed in his evidence that he

knows  all  the  accused  persons  namely  Jaynarayan  Sah,

Rajkumari Sah, Bibek Sah and Anjali Sah who were present in

court. PW1 also deposed that he knows informant Rinky Sah who

is wife of accused Bibek Sah. PW1 deposed that accused persons

are his neighbour and he quite often visits them. PW1 has never

heard  about  any  dispute  between  informant  and  accused

persons.  PW1 does not  know why informant lodged this  case

against accused persons. Informant has not been residing with

her  husband for  last  2-3 years  and at  present  PW1 does not

know where informant resides.

      In his cross examination, PW1 has deposed that he could not

say if informant has remarried.

PW2 Lalit Sah has deposed in his evidence that he knows all

the  accused  persons  namely  Jaynarayan  Sah,  Rajkumari  Sah,

Bibek Sah and Anjali Sah who were present in court. PW2 knows

informant  Rinky  Sah  who  is  wife  of  accused Bibek  Sah.  PW2

deposed that accused persons are his neighbour. PW2 has  heard

that  there  was  a  dispute  between  informant  and  accused

persons but he does not know the reason of the dispute as he

leaves early for his duty and reaches home late at night. PW2

further deposed that he does not know why informant lodged

this  case  against  accused  persons.  Informant  has  not  been

residing with her husband  and at present PW2 does not know

where informant resides.

        In his cross examination, PW2 has deposed that he has

never  seen  any  quarrel  or  fight  between  the  informant  and

accused persons. PW2 has heard that informant has remarried

and she has a child from her second marriage.
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PW3 Brij Kishan Majhi has deposed in his evidence that  he

knows  all  the  accused  persons  namely  Jaynarayan  Sah,

Rajkumari Sah, Bibek Sah and Anjali Sah who were present in

court, also knows informant Rinky Sah who is wife of accused

Bibek  Sah.  PW3  deposed  that  accused  persons  are  his

neighbour. PW3 has heard that there was a  dispute between

informant  and  accused  persons  from others  but  he  does  not

know the reason of the dispute. PW3 has not seen any quarrel or

fight  between informant  and accused persons.  PW3 does  not

know why informant lodged this case against accused persons.

Informant  has  not  been  residing  with  her  husband   and  at

present PW3 does not know where informant resides.

In his cross examination, PW3 has deposed that informant

is his own sister in law but he does not know where she is at  

present.

8. From perusal of the evidence on record it is found that none of

the PWs had seen the incident. There is nothing on record that

warrants  conviction  of  the  accused  persons.  I  have  found

nothing incriminating against the accused persons in this instant

case.

9. It has been held in Rang Bahadur Singh Vs. State of UP, AIR

2000 SC 1209 that the time-tested rule is that acquittal of a

guilty should be preferred to conviction of an innocent person.

Unless  the  prosecution  establishes  the  guilt  of  the  accused

beyond reasonable doubt, a conviction cannot be passed on the

accused.

10.In light of the discussions made above, the inevitable conclusion,

therefore  is  that  prosecution  has  failed  to  bring  home  the

charges  levelled  against  the  accused  beyond  the  pale  of

reasonable doubt and accordingly, accused persons are entitled

to acquittal.

11.In the result, accused Jaynarayan Sah, Rajkumari Sah, Bibek Sah

and Anjali Sah are acquitted from the charges u/s 498(A)/34 of

IPC levelled against them and they are set at liberty forthwith.
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12.Bail bonds furnished on their behalf shall remain in force for a

period of six months.

13.Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 16th day of

May, 2019.

14.Case is disposed off hereby on contest.
                        
                                                                               

                                                                        (Salma Sultana)
 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, 

                                                              Tinsukia, Assam
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ORDER

Accused Jaynarayan Sah, Rajkumari Sah, Bibek Sah and Anjali Sah are

present.

Heard argument.

Judgment is  ready and has been delivered and pronounced in open

Court.

Accused Jaynarayan Sah, Rajkumari Sah, Bibek Sah and Anjali Sah are

acquitted from the charges u/s 498(A)/34 of IPC levelled against them

and they are set at liberty forthwith.

Bail bonds furnished on their behalf shall remain in force for a period of

six months.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 16th day of May,

2019.        

Case is disposed off hereb on contest.                                        

                        
                                                                               

                                                                       (Salma Sultana)
 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, 

                                                              Tinsukia, Assam
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APPENDIX

1      PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:
     None

2      DEFENCE EXHIBITS: 
None

3      PROSECUTION WITNESS:
PW1 – Uma Shankar Sah
PW2 – Lalit Sah
PW3 – Brij Kishan Majhi

4      DEFENCE WITNESS: 
      None 
                                                                                  

                                                                       (Salma Sultana)
   Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S), 

                                                             Tinsukia, Assam


